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Abstract

Peter Koestenbaum's Diamond Leadership Theory illustrates how a

leader's greatness can be evaluated by looking atfour dffirent
categories: ethics, courage, reality, and vision. According to his
Diamond Leadership Theory, he stresses that all four dimensions
must be equally developed and balanced, in both the personal and

professional life of the leader. Koestenbaum contends that a
balanced leader will show leadership skills in all aspects, not just in
their pr ofe s sional live

The

s.

following research was conducted using the Diamond

Leadership Theory as a foundation for studying a leader in the
business

world. By understanding these basic principles, the

researcher was able to apply these characteristics to the leader and
make conclusions regardtng the validity of Koestenbaum's theory to
thi s particular

individual.
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Introduction
The focus of this case study is to assess the extent a corporate officer of a manufacturing
company fits the Diamond Leadership Theory by Peter Koestenbaum. The subject is a
strong leader who approaches life in a consistent manner with Koestenbaum's

interpretation of greatness. In order to protect the identity of this leader, he will be
referred to as, "John

Smith." In the body of the paper,

he is referred to as, "John," rather

than, "Mr. Smith," since he is addressed by his first name in the workplace.

"John Smith" and his organization are introduced, followed by a definition of
Koestenbaum's Diamond Leadership Theory, which is compared to two additional
leadership theories: servant leadership and transformational leadership. A selected

review of the literature, relative to leadership characteristics, is then presented.

Following a discussion of the research design -- including research methods, subject of
the study of the study and the individuals interviewed -- the analysis of the data, with

specific reference to Koestenbaum's Theory, is presented. Implications and summary,

including recommendations for further research, complete the presentation.

The study hypothesis is that this particular leader, "John Smith," possesses internally, and
executes externally, the dimensions of Koestenbaum's Diamond Leadership Theory.

Observations, therefore, were completed to address this hypothesis. Data was not
collected relative to the degree of fit.

Introduatiqu of the Leader, "John Smith"
This case study will focus on John Smith, a corporate officer of an international
manufacturing organization in the semiconductor industry. John is highly respected by
his colleagues for his numerous accomplishments at his current compflrry, as well as his

prior positions within other organizations. While he has received numerous awards, one
of the most notable was being named the outstanding employee of a Fortune 500

company. However, his genuine and humble mannerisms make it difficult to get him to
focus on his own accomplishments.

While many would be satisfied with the assumption that they are great leaders, based
upon the compliments of others, John continues to approach his leadership positions from
the perspective that he can always improve and intentionally looks for opporfunities to

further develop his skills. Although his current position focuses on quality and materials
management, he has a diverse background within different disciplines, giving him a
broader view of the operation and allowing for increased participation in areas in which
he might not otherwise become

involved. He is, consequently, viewed by many outside

his reporting structure as a strong leader who is willing to help contribute to the overall
success of the organization.
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While John is extremely committed to his professional development, his devotion to his
family and community are equally important. He stresses the importance of his family
and howthe balance of trying to juggle a successful career with family can be

difficult

He, however, believes that his wife and children must be the top priority in his

life.

takes the role of husband and father very seriously, understanding the necessity

of

John

keeping a balance between the stresses of his position and the importance of his role at
home

Even though his time is constrained, given his family and professional obligations, John
is committed to working within his church and community. He views his stewardship to

his congregation as vitally important and actively participates in church organrzations.
He and his wife have specifically chosen a congregation that focuses on community
outreach to give their children the opportunity to learn the importance of reaching out to

others. He clearly understands the necessity to stay connected with people of different
economic backgrounds, rather than isolating himself and his family from the suffering

of

others that are not as financially fortunate. Many people at his professional level do not
recognize the importance of helping others, choosing to remain isolated. John believes

that it is not only a financial obligation, but seeks out other avenues for himself and his

family to work with the community outreach organizations to serve people in need.

J

Introduction of the Organization
John is a corporate officer for a manufacturing organization that supplies sophisticated,
automated process equipment and chemical management systems to leading
semiconductor manufacturers. Based in Minneapolis, there are locations and subsidiaries
around the world that service customers. John's responsibilities include managing the

quality systems and overseeing an international quality rating certification that is essential
to participate within the semiconductor industry. Additional responsibilities include
strategic supplier management, corporate procurement, and order management. John is

actively involved with decisions that impact other areas of the organization, as well. He
is considered to be a valuable resource from his broad experience in operations and is

often asked to help other groups develop their processes.

Introduc-tign of the Diamond Leadershin Theory
Peter Koestenbaum developed the Diamond Leadership Theory to demonstrate that
business can be an opportunity for both personal and organizational greatness.

Koestenbaum's ideas focus on the personal side of business leadership, suggesting that in
order to improve our leadership skills, we must examine our feelings and inner struggles.

"He or she is expected to have great aspirations, confront great frustrations, achieve great
self-control, suffer great betrayals, and manifest great compassion." (Koestenbaum, '91,
p.

xi)

as

trust and confidence. Leaders need to look deeply into their souls and find inner

In order to accomplish these things, leaders must pay close attention to such virtues
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strength to achieve greatness. "The personal side of leadership challenges you to give
meaning to your life through the quality of your work - how you manage your career or

job, and how you invest yourtime and energy." (Koestenbaum, '91, p. xi)

Koestenbaum chooses four cornerstones to balance his leadership diamond: ethics, vision,

reality, and courage. To achieve greatness, a leader must also effectively balance work,

family, self, social responsibility, and financial responsibility. Each of these qualities are

vitally important to the overall balance that must be achieved within Koestenbaum's
leadership theory. If a leader loses balance in any one of these dimensions, greatness

not

will

follow. However, Koestenbaum's definition of greatness is a quiet self confidence

and dignity, not boastful or arrogant.

A great

leader

will not need the affirmation of

others to feel that they have succeeded. To better understand Koestenbaum's ideas, each
comerstone and the qualities that he believes as critical to become a successful leader

will

be examined.

Ethics

Ascording to Koestenbaum, ethics are more than morality and integrity; it is also a leader
values others. He stresses that leaders must be of service to others, sharing in the failures
as

well as successes of the organization. "Ethics in leadership means having

a passion

for

meanings. To be ethical is to understand that a life not devoted to superordinate goals is
of little value. It is to understand our need to make a commitment to people,
organizations, meanings, and ideals that survive us." (Koestenbaum, '91, p.161) The
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strategies of the ethical dimension of the Diamond Leadership can be summarized as

follows:

+Teamwork, accomplishing goals by working together and genuinely being loyal
to one another.
*Looking for ways to make meaningful contributions to those around us through
our work.
*Mentoring others, looking for opportunities to help others succeed.
*Having integrity, morality, and principles as a framework for our actions.
(Koestenbaum,' 91, p.1 59- I 85)

Yision
Koestenbaum describes vision in terms of thinking big and new without restriction, while

maintaining a clear perspective about goals. Vision values intellectual brilliance, it
means focusing on goals and ways to achieve them. "Visioning is the ability to shift from

the natural to the reflective attitude, from being who you are to reflecting on who you are,

from acting out who you are to observing and evaluating who you are, from seeing the
world from within your subjective ego to seeing yourself objectively within the world,
from acting to examining your actions." (Koestenbaum, '91, p.124) The strategies of the
visionary dimension of the Diamond Leadership can be summarized as follows:

*Abstract reasoning and analysis, the ability to approach problems with
a high level of intelligence.
*Systematic and strategic thinking, the ability to recogntze and understand issues.
*Approaching issues with a high degree of creativity, listening to your
unconscious.
*Being aware of the possibilities by expanding and exploring your inner self.
(Koestenbaum, '9I, p. 105 - 135)
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Realit],
Koestenbaum suggests that the dimension of reality is being objective and rational about
the facts and truths. It means a leader must be connected to the economy, laws, and
cultures of the world to make informed decisions. This connection to information and to
other people must take place for leaders to successfully guide organizations in

accomplishing goals. "Contact represents an overall orientation toward life and is a key
to emotional health. Full contact means presence, being fully present in the world. In the
authentic leadership life, you are fully present to yourself, recognizing that all the world
exists nowr only at this precise moment." (Koestenbaum,'91, p.145) The strategies

of

the reality dimension of Diamond Leadership can be sufilmarrzed as follows:

+Attention to details, meeting the practical needs of customers.
*Commitment to collect extensive information and maintain objectivity.
*Focusing on survival, results orientation, and market orientation to maintain
the ability to stay competitive.
+Direct contact and understanding of yourself, focusing on the perception of
others.

(Koestenbaum, '91, p. 136 - 158)

Courage

Koestenbaum sees the willingness to risk, while using guilt and anxiety constructively as

courage. Being courageous means to assume responsibility for yourself first, and then the
orgarization as a leader. "Courage does not mean to boss others around, but to choose
from the inside out who we truly are, to define who we are and prove that we mean
business about our values. What matters is not the what (that is why advice and logic are

of little importance); what matters is the how." (Koestenbaum, '91, p.203) The strategies
of the dimension of courage inthe Leadership Diamond can be summarized as follows:

*Agressive education and marketing, being original in your approach
-1

+Accepting the loneliness and autonomy of being a leader, preparing
for the inevitable isolation and learning to use it constructively.
*Being able to manage high levels of anxiety to effectively lead others
through difficult times.
*Responsibility and free will, understanding the choices that will be inherent
in leadership positions.
(Koestenbaum, '91, p. 186 - 218)
Each of these cornerstone dimensions give the framework for a leader to achieve
greatness. Koestenbaum believes that in confronting these four challenges, leaders can
make solid steps to becoming more effective by learning to strengthen their skills. How
Koestenbaum's ideas relate to other leadership theories are now examined with reference

to two additional leadership theories: servant leadership and transformational leadership.

Comparisons with other Applicable Leadership Theories
S.ervant Leadership

Robert Greenleaf believed that the role of a leader was to serve others, establishing a
sense of community by setting high standards and leading by example. Serving others,

according to Greenleaf, was the leader's primary responsibility. "The difference
manifests itself in the care taken by the servant first to make sure that other people's
highest priority needs are being served." (Spears, '98, p.19) Greenleaf believed that a
servant-leader is one who acts with integrity, foresight, intuition, and a sense of history.

We can compare the Diamond Leadership model with servant leadership by
understanding the mutual connection to the value of others and the integral element

of

serving others. In addition, both leadership theories emphasize that establishing a sense
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of community is essential for leaders in achieving goals. In both theories, the leader
focuses on the future, while understanding the past, and being sensitive to the current
needs of the followers.

Transformational Lead grship
James McGregor Burns defined transformational leadership as leaders seeking power to

implement an agenda to help others lead better lives, and to enhance their ability to

positively influence the world around them. Power wielders will seek power only to

fulfill their own aspirations; transformational

leaders

will look for opportunities to make

things better for others. "Power wielders may or may not recognize respondents' wants
and needs;

if they do, they may recognize them only to the degree necessary to achieve

their goals; and if they must make a choice between satisfying their own purposes and
satisfying respondents' needs, they will choose the former." (Kellermzfl,' 86, p. 290) The

two essentials of power are motive and resource. Transformational leaders will use both
to elevate the moral standing of society.

Diamond Leadership and Transformational Leadership Models have several similarities
that can be analyzed. Both focus on the importance of listening carefully to the goals of
others and mentoring to help them achieve their intended goals. In addition, both theories
stress the importance of the visionary component of leadership, and that the vision must
be effectively communicated. Finally, both theories focus on the ethical perspective and

responsibility leaders have to insure that the followers feel valued and important.

I

Selected Review of Literature on Leadership Characteristics

What is meant by successful leadership? Do leaders have the largest income, or the
biggest staff? Or, do leaders have characteristics and strengths beyond those discussed

relative to theorists thus far explored, including Koestenbaum, Greenleaf and Burns? The

work of others is fruitful relative to these questions

As we examine the relationship between leader and follower, we can underestimate the
importance and responsibility a leader has on a follower's performance. "Year after year,
research project after research project continues to report that what motivates or

demotivates employees most and what has the greatest impact on individual performance
and attitude is their supervisor or leader. Leaders set the tone; leaders create the

environment for growth, development, and performance; and leaders get out of team
members or staff (as employees perceive it) the effectiveness and the reinforcement that
gives them the power to achieve." (Spears, '98, p.286) If we conclude that leaders dictate
the success of an organization, then we must also asknowledge the many ways that
successful leadership can be expressed. While each author suggests an idea that is
unique, there are common themes that run throughout these viewpoints"

Openness to Change

Inherent in every strong leader is the characteristic of being open to change. In order to

effectively manage others, a leader must have the ability to

assess the

constantly changing
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environment and make decisions accordingly. "Effective leaders create adaptive,
creative, learning organizations. Such organizations have the ability to identify problems,
however troublesome, before they become crises." (Bennis, '92,

p.xiii) With the

numerous factors influencing the business environment, change is inevitable. Leaders
must not only be adaptive, but teach the organization in the process.

"If the huge changes

now under way in the world's major corporations are to be effective, there must be a
fundamental change in these attitudes and values. Learning must be seen as not just
desirable, but essential to ashieving positive change objective." ( Beckhard and Pritchard,

'92, p.10)

Vision to Meet New Challenges

If it is concluded that the ability to react to change is important, the next step for a leader
becomes developing a plan or a vision to meet the new challenges: "The direction-setting
aspect of leadership does not produce plans;

it creates vision and strategies. In the sense

that it is used here, vision is not mystical or intangible, but means simply a description of
some thing in the future, often the distant future, in terms of the essence of what

it should

become." (Kotter, '90, p.36) Leaders must develop a vision that will allow the followers

to understand the goals and how to accomplish them: "The critical point is that a vision
articulates a view of a realistic, credible, attractive future for the organtzation, a condition

that is better in some important ways than what now exists." (Bennis and Nanus, '85,

p.89) Leaders must be able to create a vision and communicate it in such a way that the
employees are able to turn it into reality.

Augsburg Gollogo Ubrrrf
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Inspiration
We have all witnessed leaders who were able to create a vision, but for a variety
reasons, weren't able to inspire others to

considered, many

will

of

act. While there are many factors that can be

say that the way a leader treats people is crucial to getting others to

respond: "Faith in the leader and his or her vision is essential. People tend to follow
those they respect, those they believe will enable them to achieve their own personal
goals, those they trust, and those who will meet their needs. People also follow someone

who touches their dreams, aspirations, and hopes - appealing to their longing or inner
genius." (Staub, '96, p.74) For leaders, understanding the connection between
effectiveness and efficiency when dealing with employees can be a difficult balance.

"A1l management is people, and all leadership is people leadership. The reason for this is
that there is nothing that manager or a leader can do that does not depend for its
effectivensss on the meaning that other people attach to

it."

(Vai1l, '89, p.126)

Integration
George Odriorne suggests in his book, The Human Side af Management, that leaders need

to be integrators. "Even though the behavior and attitude of the workers in an
organization flow from the system and its information, and from the training they have
received in preparation for their job, the supervisor orchestrates the way in which the
system affects the worker. Supervisors can be integrators or alienators." (Odriorne,'87,

p.16) For a leader to be an integrator, they must empower others. "Empowered
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individuals know that their j obs belong to them. Given a say in how things are done,
employees feel more responsible. When they feel responsible, they show more initiative

in their work, get more done, and enjoy the work more." (Wellins,'91, p.22)

Empowerment

Empowering others demands a leader to undertake a calculated amount of risk, which is
necessary to achieve results.

"In

a volatile business world, playing

it safe, sticking to the

tried and tested, controlling things, is a guarantee of mediocrity, no matter what part of
the organization you lead. A leader's thoughts therefore must be focused on

opportunity." (Taffindet,'95, p.65) In some cases, leaders must purposely step aside in
the decision making process to allow employees to use their best judgment, despite the
inherent risks involved. "When considering whether to get directly involved in a decision,

directive leaders try to distinguish between strategic and tactical decisions. In principle,
they want to delegate considerable autonomy over tactical and operating decisions to
lower-level managers." (Badaracco and Ellsworth, '89,

p)27)

These characteristics, along with others explored in the case study, are the foundation for

understanding good leadership and the positive effects that can follow for employees and

organizations. Leadership definitions change with corporate challenges and
opportunities, particularly now as the line between work and play becomes more blurred

with the multitude of technological advances that allow for internet offices to exist.
Despite these anticipated changes, however, the component of people remains constant.

l3

"The emerging organization needs people committed to the well-being of the whole,,
rather than some narrowportion of the whole." (Lulic, '94,p.163) To effectively lead
others, leaders must actively develop the culture or spirit in the organization that

will

bond the group together: "Organizational ethics must ultimately be rooted in soul - an

organization's understanding of its deeply held identity, beliefs, and values." (Bolman
and

Deal,'97, p.352)

Case Study
Resparch Methods
To better apply the Diamond Leadership Theory to this specific leader, five interviews
were conducted. The leader was interviewed, as well as four staff members of the

organization. Two of the staff members are direct reports to John, one being an indirect
report, as well as one from a different division that interacts with John. In an effort to
maximize the time with the interviewees, as well as to provide for consistency between
the interviews, questions were outlined relating to the four main points of Koestenbaum's

theory. The

leader was provided a brief outline of Koestenbaum's Diamond Leadership

Theory and questions to facilitate his preparation. For the other interviews, standard
questions were asked clarifying their responses by referring back to the four dimensions

of the Diamond Leadership Theory. Both sets of interview questions are provided in
Appendix

A. All

of the interviews were in person and conducted in an office, allowing

for notes to be recorded by computer. The participants willingly gave information and
consent forms were signed, protecting their confidentiality.

l4

Subiect of the Studv
The case study focused on John Smith, a corporate officer within the organization that
oversees the initiatives involving the quality program and materials management. He was
selected to be the focus of his study based upon my understanding of his leadership style
and how

it might correspond with the Diamond Leadership Theory. It is important to

note that while John Smith is a crucial link in the overall strategies of the organization,
recent reporting changes have increased the scope of his involvement in other
departments.

Individuals Interviewed
Four interviews were conducted to better understand the application of John's leadership
style to the Diamond Leadership Theory. Each of the interviewees selected were chosen
because of their direct contact with John, or the programs he is initiating within the

organization. Some of the interviewees directly report to John, others do not report to

him. However, all the individuals interviewed

are highly regarded and respected

within

the organization. Note: Specific examples representing interviewee observations have

not been reported with greater specificity as interviewee confidentiality would be
compromised

l5

Analysis of the Interview llata
Self Assessment
In order to provide a framework for fuither analysis of the data yielded from the four
interviews, John's comments are provided. Throughout the interview, numerous topics
were discussed that are relevant to analyzine the data received by later participants in the
study

Prior to addressing questions relating to the Diamond Leadership Theory, he discussed
his overall assessment of his own leadership ability and the qualities he views as essential

in order to be an effective leader. While it was not entirely unexpected, it was difficult
for him to acknowledge his past accomplishments. Although he was very willing to share
information, he seemed uncomfortable relaying his successes. After several attempts to
ignore the question of what he thought of his own leadership ability, he finally
acknowledged that he believed he was a good leader. He cautiously added, however, that
he felt leadership entailed responsibility that shouldn't be taken

lightly, admitting that he

consciously works to become a stronger leader.

John discussed the leadership qualities he views as the most important to effective
leadership and what had influenced his perspective. He had obviously taken this question

very seriously and was prepared to give a detailed response regarding the qualities and
influences on his opinion. John listed six qualities that he believes are critical to
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successful leadership: visionary, communicator/motivator, self-regulated/disciplined,
empowerment, servant leadership, and genuine/consistent character. With each category,
he detailed the reasons and experiences that had shaped his viewpoint.

Visionary
John believes that having a vision is essential to lead people. He commented:

"If

a leader

doesn't have a vision, how are they able to effectively lead others?" He quickly pointed
out that if a leader does not have a clear vision, followers end up confused by being lead

in circles. John

sees the

visionary characteristic as a critical element of attaining goals

which involves asking questions to determine the most effective collrse of action.
Closely following, he believes that leaders need to encourage others to look at things with
open eyes, differently than they have previously. John commented: "Often unseen
barriers make change and growth impossible because people cannot see beyond the walls
that might not really exist." John believes that out of this collaborative vision between
the leader and follower, a visionary agenda can be created together.

Communicator / Motivator
John understands the importance of communication skills and believes that a leader must
be a strong communicator and motivator when dealing with their employees. He believes

that in order to accomplish goals, employees must feel that they have the appropriate

information and confidence to move forward. John commented: "Several times
throughout my career, I have observed how strong leaders have instilled in others the

1l

ability to pursue difficult goals. Without the communication and motivation supplied by
the leader, these goals would have been difficult to undertake for the employees."
Because they felt connected to the leader and motivated to take on additional

responsibility, however, both the leader and employee achieved great success together.

Self Resulated / Disciplined
John believes that in order for a leader to be truly effective, it is essential that internal

monitoring is done through self-regulation and discipline. John commented: "I

see

self-regulation and discipline to be a constant review of my own actions, understanding

my weaknesses and attempting to strengthen my ability to effectively respond." He sees
this component of successful leadership as introspective and difficult to quantify. He
mentioned, however, that he studies other leaders in order to learn their views and
opmlons

When he is tempted to respond without thinking or become upset about something, he
stops to evaluate his position and think about the possible consequences of his actions.

Although he admits that this has been difficult, he believes that he is learning to become
more effective in these situations. John said: "As I struggle to better understand myself
and impose the discipline upon myself that I believe in, I

will often

observe my own

behavior and reaction." Later, he will reflect on these observations, trying to better
understand what specifically was difficult and thinking about ways to improve in future
situations.

18

EmpeWerment
John has a different perspective on empowerment. He points out that empowerrnent has
become part of the frequently used language that usually means delegation. John
suggests that empowerment means to encourage others, not only to delegate tasks. He
sees empowerment to include not only the

typical downward cycle from manager to

employee, but to also include those who occupy positions above him. John believes that
we can empower the leaders in our own worlds to push to higher goals by providing

encouragement. When discussing the influences that have shaped his opinion, he admits

it was by accident that he began mentoring his own managers many years ago. John
commented:

"I realized that my managers

appreciated the encouragement and that

empowerment could be used with superiors, as well as employees." To his surprise, as he
began to think of empowerment to include a broader perspective, the more successful he
became at using it to help others achieve higher goals.

Servant Leadership
Based upon the seriousness of his tone of voice, I quickly rcalized John's views

surrounding servant leadership were deeply rooted. He sees the importance of his own

faith in leading others, noting that his religious beliefs have helped him strive to become
a better leader. John said:

"I believe that by being humble and serving others by showing

care and concern, leadership becomes more than leading others." He sees the intricate
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balance of power and resources as an opportunity to help his employees attain
accomplishments.

Genuine / Consistent Character

His last comments regarding his beliefs about critical leadership qualities reflect his
conviction that a leader must act in the same ways in all aspects of their lives. John
commented: "Leaders must commit to the same values and principles that dictate all
dimensions of their behavior, not just how they are at work." John mentioned that he
believes genuine and consistent character are imperative to effective leadership.

Koestenbaum's Dimensions
The Erfrical Component of Leadership
Each of the interviewees were asked for their assessment of the ethical component in the

subject's leadership style. Koestenbaum believes that ethics are more than morality and

integrity; also assuring that people are valued by leaders. An interesting note is that al1 of
the interviewees felt that ethics was John's strongest leadership

skill. The responses

categorized John into several different areas when considering ethics, which can be

individually addressed.

The immediate answer from each of the interviewees was that John was perceived to be

extremely ethical in all aspects. All noted, however, that they believed that his strongest
ethical characteristic was the way he treated others, not only his direct reports but
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everyone he interacted with professionally. Not only does he treat others with dignity
and respect, but he is very humble in his approach. An interviewee commented:

"His

ability to put himself on the same level in conversation, while maintaining such an
important position within the company, make others feel more comfortable interacting

with him." He is more approachable because he treats others as peers, making them feel
important to him and that he is willing to consider their input. One interviewee
mentioned: "At times, it is easy to forget what a high position he holds in the company
because he makes himself so accessible to others." This accessibility allows him to

support others and renders them confidence to achieve higher goals.

When discussing John's ethical sense, each interviewee noted that John has a unique
characteristic when approaching the disbursement of work that needs to be completed.

An interviewee commented: "He does not see himself as above working onprojects and

will

be a strong contributor to the overall

goal." John views goals collectively and works

alongside his employees to ensure that goals are met by each member working together.
Furthermore, he will often take active ownership in projects for which he does not have

direct accountability. This willingness to be apart of the team allows Johnto gain

credibility with others and develop a strong rapport with employees at every level in the
organization.

As the interviews progressed, another consistent message was that John will not only
make ethical decisions, but

will support his staff on ethical decisions they make. An
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interviewee commented: "As an employee of John's, I feel empowered to make decisions
ethically and can rely on his support later, if questioned." In addition, John's employees
feel that he has a high moral code and instills the expectation that others do, as well.

The Hisiona4y Component of Leadership
Koestenbaum describes vision in terms of thinking without restrictions about new ideas,

while maintaining

a clear perspective about

goals. A leader should have a strategic and

detailed plan, but flexible enough to accommodate change. A vision is not only how a
leader thinks, but the process of how they form a plan.

A leader should not be reactive,

but proactive, considering the past and the future when creating their vision.

John has a clear vision and conveys it to others, an interviewee commented: "He sees the
strategic road map of all departments intertwining and welcomes opportunities to share

his own vision, as well as listen to other's ideas to gain a better understanding of the

organization." He presents his vision in
asks for feedback from others about his

a manner

which is easily understandable and

views. John will listen carefully to the feedback

provided and will alter his own agenda when he realizes that there is a better way to
proceed. He uses these opportunities to generate conversation with others and will
frequently discover additional areas for improvement that would otherwise go unnoticed.

Not only will he define areas for improvement, he will also volunteer his assistance in
helping to determine solutions. An interviewee commented: "This assistance does not
mean that he

will dictate how the solution will

be developed, but he

will mentor those
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involved to make wise decisions that will solve the issue being discussed." For example,
when approaching aproblem, he

will often look beyond the boundaries of the areas

he

would be responsible for and find others issues that need to be addressed. Instead of
ignoring the problem because it is out of the scope of his responsibility, John will work to
resolve the issue and become an active part of the solution.

With John's background heavily involved in quality systems of organizations, his skills at
determining processes and procedures has allowed a unique perspective from continual
practice with evaluation of policies. He understands how operations should function and
therefore, is able to create solid plans for his own

staff. An interviewee commented:

"His past experience is a great asset to those around him because he is often able to
anticipate roadblocks and help to develop different options before difficulties arise."

When taking over new areas of responsibility, John will make every effort to develop and
communicate his vision to those that

will

be involved in the changing leadership. This

communication allows the employees to have a strong understanding of the upcoming
changes and advise John of areas that they believe modifications could be made to

strengthen his plans. Throughout this process, his willingness to have others share in the
creation of the vision is a quality his employees admire. An interviewee commented:

"Not only do I feel he has taken the new responsibilities seriously, but I also realize that
my input is valuable to him as he develops future plans."
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The Realitv Component of Leadership
Koestenbaum describes the component of reality to mean that leaders must remain
connected and have an understanding of every influence around them. Leaders must
understand the organizational issues, including customers and employees, as well the

cultural issues. This connection means that the leader will not only consider their
perception when making decisions, but the facts. The importance of remaining connected

for a leader also includes being in touch with their own feelings and attitudes.

The feedback regarding the component of reality in John's leadership was also

consistently high. Several commented on his willingness to listen to gain information

from sources around him that would provide a variety of opinions when making his own
decisions. John has a great sense of what can and should get done, listening to feedback

from others, and making his decisions accordingly.

When considering how to prioritize the workload necessary to accomplish the goals, he

will often approach his staff to discuss their input regarding what

can realistically get

done with the available resources. While he is always hopeful in his goals and
encourages others to be the same way when approaching tasks that need to be completed,
he

will

be realistic about what is manageable. An interviewee commented: "John

will

adjust his expectations if he realizes that the goals are impossible and leaving his staff in
a

bind. Furthermore, he will not commit to others that projects will be completed if the
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resources are not available." Often leaders

will

accept challenging goals without

realizing that they cannot possibly be accomplished. When the leader has already
committed to achieving the unobtainable goal, often the employees are left scrambling

trying to find a solution. Ultimately, it becomes a difficult pattern that leaves the
employees feeling helpless. John

will

encourage others to strive for higher goals, but

deals with the facts to determine what can be expected.

John

will not only review the goals and resources available, but also barriers that could be

eliminated that would enable more time to work on other projects. An interviewee
commented: "He

will frequently look

at the big picture and help to determine what other

activities might be considered a lower priority to allow us to focus on the most
meaningful tasks." Furthermore, when he sees issues that repeatedly take resources away

from more important priorities, he will work to get corrective action to prevent useless
energy being spent on the same issue.

The Coe,lrage Component of Leadership
Koestenbaum would define courage within leadership as the willingness to risk, to use

anxiety constructively. Additionally, Koestenbaum believes that it is important to take
charge and make strong decisions to lead others through

difficult times.

The feedback received about John's display of courage was consistently directed at how
others benefit from his willingness to confront difficult issues. Due to numerous factors
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influencing the semiconductor industry, tough choices about personnel and programs
have been addressed by John. An interviewee commented: "It has taken courage to make
the organizational changes necessary and those around him believe he made the right
choices to position the company for the future." He bases his decisions on fact, which
can be

difficult to do when it comes to making decisions regarding people. His staff felt

he was reasonable and fair in determining what changes needed to occur and that he

cofilmunicated those changes in a caring way.

One interviewee com,mented:

"I am always

aware of John's courage to be open and

accepting of new ideas. Often we think of courage differently, but from my vantage

point, saying yes to projects and plans demands courage." Furthermore, once John agrees
to undertake a project he will personally work to meet the goal. As she pointed out, this
is extremely refreshing because her former managers have not been willing to work with
her.

With conflicts at work being some of the most difficult issues, John will routinely pull
others together to discuss sensitive topics. He is not afraid to get people together to work
out their differences and delicately approaches tough problems. An interviewee
commented: "Because of John's refreshing approach, conflicts are quickly resolved." He

will purposely put himself in tight situations when

he knows it may help to get others to

more effectively communicate. According to his colleagues, John

will not wait for

conflicts to reach a critical point before asking others to come together and resolve their
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issues. He will, however, encourage others to work through these issues in a productive
and respectful manner. Ultimately, the increased communication that develops allows for

future issues to be resolved in a constructive and efficient way.

Finally, John is passionately committed to his ideas and beliefs, as evidenced by the time
he takes to interact with others. He

will listen carefully to what others have to say, but

will not be swayed by their opinions.
handle things and

will

John has a strong sense of what is the right way to

stand by his beliefs, unless he realizes that there is additional

information that he has not taken into consideration.

The Perceived Overall Effectiveness of the Leader
The last question was to determine the overall effectiveness of John's leadership style by
asking for summary impressions from the interviewees.

All of the responses included

that his ability to communicate his vision in a kind and caring manner fosters a desire to

work for

him. An interviewee

commented: "We believe that he has the necessary skills

to lead others to accomplish goals and know that he clearly sees himself as a contributing
member of the team." According to the interviewees, these summary conclusions can be

stated: 1) John believes in ethical behavior and empowers others to strive for higher
goals by providing motivation and support; 2) his past experience has allowed a unique
perspective that enables him to be a resource to others; and, 3) he is approachable and

willing to undertake projects that move the organization forward in a positive direction.
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Clearly, they believe John is a great leader who has the respect of his employees and
other staff members.

The Leader's Resnonses to the Dimens ns of the Diamond Leadershin Theorv
In an effort to begin to draw some conclusions, it is important to address the leader's
responses to the questions regarding the dimensions of the Diamond Leadership Theory.

As in the other interviews, each category was addressed individually by the leader.
However, due to his earlier response regarding the components he believes are the most

critical to successful leadership, there was some overlap in these categories.

John believes that ethics are inseparable from being a good leader. He commented:
"People must believe in their leader and know that they are genuine in order to follow

them." This means that you not only keep your word, but you deal fairly with all
employees. He believes that a leader must understand the ramifications of not being
consistently fair and constantly be aware of all actions. John sees ethics to include more
than ethical behavior; he believes it includes the ethical treatment of others as leaders.

As previously discussed, John believes that the creation of a vision is essential when
leading others. A leader's job entails charting a course for others to follow. Without this

vision clearly communicated, it is difficult for followers to know where to focus. John
sees the development

of a vision as something that can be creatively approached and
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revised so that it is the most effective plan that can be presented. Employee feedback is
essential when determining what a vision should entail.

John believes that when considering the dimension of reality in leadership, he goes back

to discipline, empowerment, and servant leadership. John commented: "I believe goals
should be challenging, not overwhelming." He connects the vision with the component

of reality so that the two are equal and manageable. John believes that the journey to
achieving goals is often the most rewarding. Employees can get so focused with
completing a project, they will miss valuable lessons learned along the way. He strives to
enable his employees to feel that they have adequate resources to collectively work

together to accomplish goals. John again mentioned that he believes it is part of his

responsibility as a leader to be an active team member when taking on projects. He
understands that his participation is a great source of support for others and genuinely
seems to enjoy being a part of the

working team, as opposed to only directing their

efforts.

John recalled several situations that required courage to effectively lead others. He
mentioned that sometimes being courageous means that you must put yourself in a

sompromising position to get results. He believes that courage is imperative when
dealing with

conflict. Interestingly, John also

sees courage as

admitting when you have

made a mistake. John commented: "Leaders move into positions merely because they
are courageous.

It takes courage to lead others because it makes you vulnerable; it is
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difficult to hide behind others in leadership positions." He believes that good leaders will
instill an atmosphere that is challenging and encourage others to be courageous in the
way they work. Without the courage needed to raise issues, new ideas are often left
unexplored.

Being a leader means that you will be tolerant of those times when others are courageous,
even if they are not right. John also pointed out that there is an ethical dimension to
courage; sometimes it is difficult to be courageous but he believes that it is important to
consider the ramifications of not speaking out when balancing the decision.

Application of the Diamond Leadership Theory
The Imnlications of J

n's Leadershin Stvle

As we examine the responses from both the leader and the interviewees, several
conclusions are easily made. Those that work with John admire his caring ways and

know that he is committed to working together to accomplish goals. John's ability to
coordinate information and bring others together on difficult issues and challenging

projects enables those around him to feel supported and motivated. He is accessible to
others and creates an atmosphere that allows them to feel valued and important to him.
John listens carefully to the feedback received from others and his humility allows him to
gain stronger rapport with people. They respect, admire, and believe in John's leadership

ability and are willing to work towards collective goals because they know that he is
committed to helping them achieve their own personal goals. John believes in mentoring
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and not only freely shares his knowledge, but time with others as they need assistance.

He conveys high ethical standards and encourages those around him to act in the same
manner

Observations of the

eader's Effectiveness

As we funher examine the implications John's leadership style has on the organization, a
better understanding of his effectiveness as a leader is achieved. John instills an ethical
standard in the organization that ensures decisions are made considering different

viewpoints and consequences. He encourages others to be open and willing to accept
new ideas, actively seeking opportunities himself to learn more about other areas. He
sees

himself as a member of any team and will contribute to the overall effort,

encouraging others to participate the same way in their respective groups. John makes

himself accessible to others and teaches the importance of listening, while fostering an
environment that is tolerant of bold ideas. He stresses the importance of working with
others and will bring people together when difficulties arise, teaching those around him
the importance of interpersonal communication and that it should be considered a

priority. John accepts difficult challenges and will help others
and supporting their efforts.

All of these factors profoundly

reach goals by mentoring

change the daily operating

mode of those around him to be more direct and respectful. The final outcome is a team

that comes together to be able to take on more difficult challenges and ultimately reach
higher goals.
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Like all leaders, John has weaknesses and opportunities for improvement. Ironically,
some of his strongest characteristics also can be weaknesses, depending on the situation.

An interviewee commented: "Sometimes I feel like his willingness to listen to others can
cause lengthy conversations that can be unproductive. He is genuinely trying to

understand the perspective others bring to the table, but at times, I just don't feel like

listening to all of that dialogue." Another criticism that emerged was that he will allow
employees time to explore ideas that can be perceived as wasting resources. An

interviewee commented: "I understand why he allows this time to be able to investigate
alternative methods, but sometimes I feel like he lets people go too far." Interestingly,
another interviewee commented: "One of the most wonderful characteristics about John
is that he understands that in order to find innovative ways to do things, we must have

time to investigate alternatives. Without this freedom, the same problems just keep
perpetuating. John understands that the investment he makes with our time sometimes
pays off, and that it is an important part of solving issues."

Summary and Conclusion
Summary of Key Points
The lessons learned from the case study of John's leadership style and how it can be
analyzed using Koestenbaum's Diamond Theory of Leadership seem considerable.
The ethical implications of valuing others and making decisions accordingly is essential

to successful leadership. To inspire others to act, leaders must create a sense of vision
and be able to translate that vision into

reality. However, along that journey,

a leader
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must understand all the variables that will need to be considered when determining the

vision. And, finally, it is necessary for leaders to act courageously not only in difficult
times, but in all interactions to successfully lead others. These four dimensions

of

Koestenbaum's theory allow us to better understand the components necessary to achieve
greatness.

Recommendation for tr'urther Research
While the case study allowed for the opportunity to discuss the characteristics of the
leader, an area that could be considered for further research would be to learn more about
the interviewees as individuals and how that might impact their perceptions. In addition,
these questions might be researched: What are the qualities they view as important to

strong leadership? Of Koestenbaum's dimensions of leadership, what are the components

they view as the most valuable in a leader? This would allow for a more balanced
assessment of how the leader is perceived by the followers, allowing the researcher a

unique perspective to analyze additional information. Another area that could be
considered for further research would be to take a more focused look at Koestenbaum's
cornerstone dimensions of leadership and how each dimension overlaps with the others.

Final Thoushts
An analysis of

a

particular leader against a specific leadership theory affords an

opportunity to enhance one's own understanding of effective leadership and how it might
be achieved, The path to becoming a strong leader requires a deep responsibility to
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learning, growth and development. The results of this individual process must, in turn, be
shared with others in the workplace to render decisions that

will benefit the organization,

individual employees, and, indirectly, those related to the employees. Consideration of
this process is incomplete without attention to

l) our changing

environment, and, 2) the

simultaneous wonder of our differences, as well as our potential to come together to reach
common, transcending goals.
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Appendix A
Interview Questions

Case Study Questions

for

the Leader

Introduction
Peter Koestenbaum's Diamond Leadership Theory focuses on four equally important and
balanced dimensions: ethics, courage, reality, and vision. Becoming a leader, according to
Koestenbaum, includes an individual's personal commitment to greatness - a choice to behave
and think as a leader, constantly seeing the structure of leadership intelligence and knowing
one's own weaknesses. In the inward focus, a leader can develop the necessary skills to achieve
greatness. An important aspect of the Diamond Leadership Theory centers around the idea that a
leader's greatness transcends far beyond the workplace to include all dimensions of life. A truly
great leader will be balanced in all aspects: professional, community, self, family, and financial
responsibility. Koestenbaum is quick to point out that it takes an extremely unique individual to
be able to balance all of these areas.

Koestenbaum includes a quiet sense of dignity, not looking to others for acknowledgment or
affirmation, in his leadership theory. He goes on to say that it is essential that leaders have a
strong belief and affirmation of what is right and fight against the destructive forces, Iooking for
ways to contribute with purpose and excellence.

Interview Questions
1. Describe

your assessment of your own leadership ahility?

2. What are the leadership qualities you view as the most important and what has

influenced your perspective?
3.

\ilhen you think about the quality of ethics, how does that relate to your leadership

values?
4. When you

think ahout the quality of courage, how does that relate to your leadership

values?
5. When you

think about the importance of vision, how

does

that relate to your leadership

perspective?

\ilhen you think about the quality of reality, how does that relate to your leadership
perspective? (How realistic do you feel you are when creating your vision).

6.

you as very balanced between your professional life and family values, including
your church and community. If you agree, has this balance come easily to you or has it
been achieved over several years?

7. I

see

I

8. What are the things you have learned along the way that

have enabled you to become a

great leader?

9. \ilhat are the challenges you face in your ongoing development
10.

Additional thoughts or comments?

as a leader?
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Case Study Questions

for

the Intervtews

Introduction
Peter Koestenbaum's Diamond Leadership Theory focuses on four equally important and
balanced dimensions: ethics, courage, reality, and vision. Becoming a leader, according to
Koestenbaum, includes an individual's personal commitment to greatness - a choice to behave
and think as a leader, constantly seeing the structure of leadership intelligence and knowing
one's own weaknesses. In the inward focus, a leader can develop the necessary skills to achieve
greatness. An important aspect of the Diamond Leadership Theory centers around the idea that a
leader's greatness transcends far beyond the workplace to include all dimensions of life. A truly
great leader will be balanced in all aspects: professional, community, self, family, and financial
responsibility. Koestenbaum is quick to point out that it takes an extremely unique individual to
be able to balance all of these areas.

Koestenbaum includes a quiet sense of dignity, not looking to others for acknowledgment or
affirmation, in his leadership theory. He goes on to say that it is essential that leaders have a
strong belief and affirmation of what is right and fight against the destructive forces, looking for
ways to contribute with purpose and excellence.

OUESTIONS:
1. Describe

your assessment of X's leadership ability.

2. Describe your assessment of X's sense of ETHICS regarding the organization.

3. Describe your assessment of X's sense of VISION regarding the organization.

REALITY regarding the organization.

4. Describe your

assessment of X's sense of

5. Descrihe your

assessment of X's sense of COURAGE regarding the organization.

